## DELIVERY VERSUS MAILING

To determine the best distribution method for your Interlibrary Loan requests and also to avoid unnecessary mailing costs and delays, please search each library in the Regional ILL Directory. A link for the Directory can be found on the NCLS ICICILL Information webpage.

### KEY

- **Mail Directly**
- **Through a Delivery**

### System Code | System Name
---|---
CEFL | Clinton-Essex-Franklin Library System
CVES | Champlain Valley Educational Services SLS
FEH | Franklin-Essex-Hamilton School Library System
JLHO | Jefferson-Lewis BOCES School Library System
NCLS | North Country Library System
OSW | Oswego County School Library System
SLL | St. Lawrence-Lewis S.L.S.
NNYNLN | Jefferson Community College
NNYNLN | Fort Drum Post Library
NNYNLN | Northern New York Library Network

(NCLS delivery flag Code: CEFL and library name)
(NCLS delivery flag Code: CEFL and library name)
(NCLS delivery flag Code: CEFL and library name)
(NCLS delivery flag code: JLBOCES and library name)
(NCLS delivery flag for codes refer to the Alphabetical Library List)
(NCLS delivery flag code: OSWBOCES and library name)
(NCLS delivery flag code: SLLBOCES and library name)
(NCLS delivery flag code: Statewide Delivery and JCC)
(NCLS delivery flag code: FT DRUM)
(NCLS delivers items specifically for NNYLN, all other libraries refer to the Empire Library Delivery list)

**Empire Library Delivery** (Statewide Delivery) for libraries within New York State.

Any college or special library **not listed** on the Empire Library Delivery list, mail the item to the library.